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9:00am – 10:30am T Talk Story 1 
Presenters: Cheryl Tuttle, Kate Lindsey, Tinah Dobola, Kayla Begay, Jorge Emilio Rosés Labrada, Badiba Olivier
Agodio, Octavio León Vázquez, Iara Mantenuto, Jerry Rain, Katerina Rain, Hannah Sande
Note that this session is limited to 50 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Collaboration, communities, and relationship-building: Pushing the conversation forward  (Badiba Olivier

Agodio, Kayla Begay, Tinah Dobola, Octavio León Vázquez, Kate Lindsey, Iara Mantenuto, Jerry William Rain,
Katerina Rain, Jorge Emilio Rosés Labrada, Hannah Sande, Cheryl Tuttle):
•In this Talk Story, five international teams of community members and linguists will encourage discussion around
collaboration and relationship-building in documentation and revitalization. Attendees will consider how relationship-
building informs the types of data collected and outputs produced, how to teach collaboration, and how to center
community voices.

9:00am – 10:30am T Talk Story 6 
Presenters: Vasiliki Vita, Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Margaret Chenemo, Katarzyna Kordas
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Developing relationships between public health specialists, linguists and indigenous communities  (Vasiliki

Vita, Pierpaolo di Carlo, Margaret Chenemo, Katarzyna Kordas):
•This Talk Story aims at encouraging an interdisciplinary dialogue on the importance of developing a network of health
specialists, linguists and indigenous community members for the fight against health issues faced by indigenous
communities around the world, with virALLanguages as the launching point.

9:00am – 10:30am W Workshop 3 
Presenters: Susan Smythe Kung, Mandana Seyfeddinipur, Nick Thieberger, Paul Trilsbeek, Raina Heaton, Zachary
O'Hagan
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Relating the past, present & future: archiving language collections  (Raina Heaton, Zachary O'Hagan, Mandana

Seyfeddinipur, Susan Smythe Kung, Nick Thieberger, Paul Trilsbeek):
•Archivists from a number of language archives will discuss the basics of archiving language documentation materials.
Participants will learn about preparing their files for archiving and about creating good quality metadata descriptions.
The workshop will end with a Q&A session for which participants are encouraged to submit questions in advance.
(SESSION RECORDING)
Presentation slides: http://bit.ly/ICLDC7ARCHIVING

9:00am – 10:30am W Workshop 6 
Presenters: Larry Kimura, Bruce Torres Fischer
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

Regenerating Hawaiian Speakers: Recognizing Relationships & Challenges (Larry Kimura, Bruce Torres

Fischer):
• The common goal, E ola ka ʻōlelo Hawaiʻi – May the Hawaiian language live, of a unified intra-group relationship is
pivotal for the regeneration of Hawaiian language speakers affecting inter-generational stakeholders who commit to a
lifetime of inter-group relationships consisting of familial, institutional, and governmental networks coming together as
a vehicle for Hawaiian wellbeing.
(SESSION RECORDING)

type/Plenary/print/all
type/Poster/print/all
type/Talk+Story/print/all
type/Workshop/print/all
event/937298bcc07b24516282d84c38a6a90e
event/41d16e3fed1a4fca57cccce22c09a7bc
event/3d6d08cb795a16248fbb56502b2b44e4
https://youtu.be/TIAtfHD7goY
http://bit.ly/ICLDC7ARCHIVING
event/b947dda7fd2742685f159dc1f50b1ad0
https://youtu.be/3LVqcpS6UvU
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10:45am – 11:45am R Poster Q&A Session 1.2 
Presenters: Johanna Stone, Pauline W.U. Chinn, Alyssa Anderson, W. Kalae Akioka, Lalepa Koga, Julia Sallabank
[DISCORD SERVER LINK]

Teaching Grammar Through Language In Our Comprehensible Input-Based Hawaiian Class  (Johanna Stone):

•Teach language and grammar through speaking the target language in a comprehensible way. Tap into the innate
way we all learn languages, at any age, through moʻolelo and vocabulary. See the nature of, and specific sequencing
of each class, progression of questioning, answering and stating, explicit and inexplicit grammar learning.

Utilizing Hawaiian Language Newspapers for Place- and Culture-based Geoscience Education  (Alyssa N.

Anderson, Pauline W.U. Chinn, W. Kalae Akioka, Lalepa Koga):
•To engage Hawai'i students in Earth Sciences, the repository of 1834-1948 Hawaiian language newspapers is
utilized to create STEM content that is relevant and relatable to student and teacher needs and interests. Educators,
translators, and scientists together develop lessons from Hawaiian newspaper accounts of Earth processes that were
observed locally.

Models of language revitalization: processes and outcomes (Julia Sallabank):

•Language revitalisation is gradually gaining acceptance as a field of study in its own right, as social actors and
researchers turn their attention to effectiveness, processes and outcomes. This paper looks at processes and
outcomes of revitalisation activities – both intended and unintended – and their implications.

10:45am – 11:45am R Poster Q&A Session 2.2 
Presenters: Eddie Avila, Subhashish Panigrahi, Vasiliki Vita, Florian Matter, Emilie Eliette-Caroline NGO TJOMB
ASSEMBE, Emmanuel NGUE UM
[DISCORD SERVER LINK]

Combining description and documentation: a digital Boasian trilogy  (Florian Matter):

•I present a prototype of a novel tool for digital grammaticography. It integrates the components of language
description (grammar, dictionary, texts) and language documentation (recordings, annotations, metadata) in an
interactive web app. The linguistic analysis is illustrated with primary language data, straight from the corpus.

Building networks of language digital activists for peer learning and knowledge exchange  (Eddie Avila,

Subhashish Panigrahi):
•As we approach the International Decade of Indigenous Languages, building and supporting peer networks of
language digital activists can provide mutual support and solidarity, but also for sharing best practices. What are some
of the strategies for facilitating these networks? We’ll share our experiences with social media campaigns and
exchanges.

virALLanguages bridging new and traditional media in Cameroon for the fight against Covid-19  (Vasiliki Vita):

•This presentation aims to inform and encourage an interdisciplinary (linguists, anthropologists, developmentalists, IT
and health specialists, community members) discussion on how the virALLanguages project has potentially created a
transitional environment in Cameroon, according to Chetley (2006), necessary for when introducing ICT for health
information to developing and indigenous language contexts.

How inclusive are NLP technologies for African minority langages ? A case study of Ewondo-French pair
development in Apertium (Emilie Eliette Caroline Ngo Tjomb Assembe, Emmanuel Ngue Um):

•NLP need data which do not exist for minority languages. A Rule-Based Machine Translation system may help to
develop parallel corpora in a first step. The Ewondo-French translation pair in Apertium required a conversion tool
between two competing orthographies. The study highlights the need of dialogue between NLP consorsia and minority
languages community.

event/659429772c6a4f181ba1ddd483d4d32f
https://discord.gg/T5FWYSP
event/d20e3fc95d267ec43f5c4849b61df61e
https://discord.gg/T5FWYSP
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10:45am – 11:45am R Poster Q&A Session 3.2 
Presenters: Paul Trilsbeek, Ludy Cilissen, Ryan Sullivant, Nikolett Mus, Réka Metzger, Tobias Weber, Jeroen
Geerts, Caroline Rowland
[DISCORD SERVER LINK]

New AILLA Collections from Two Multilingual Regions of South America (Ryan Sullivant):

•The Archive of the Indigenous Languages of Latin America recently expanded its digital collections from the Cañar
region of Ecuador and the Upper Rio Negro region of Brazil and Colombia. This poster presents the collections and
highlights opportunities for reuse and study among the extensive new public materials.

The Language Archive: Latest Developments (Paul Trilsbeek, Ludy Cilissen, Jeroen Geerts, Caroline Rowland):

•This poster describes the migration to a new repository solution as well as the work that the team at The Language
Archive has done over the past two years to enhance the functionality and user experience for users and depositors of
the archive.

Archiving Tundra Nenets materials: towards designing a balanced Tundra Nenets corpus  (Nikolett Mus, Réka

Metzger):
•The talk reports (preliminary) results of archiving materials and designing a corpus of Tundra Nenets (a Samoyedic
language with 20,000 speakers in the North), that has no unified literary version, nor a unified writing system, and the
existing corpora do not provide a representative sample and are not balanced.

Curation as a distinct academic activity – a perspective from working with legacy materials  (Tobias Weber):

•Working with legacy materials does not fall clearly into the traditional fields of either Language Documentation or
Conservation. This work often involves knowledge of both fields applied to generate new value, thus opening a the
chance for meta-scientific reflection. In the presentation, this independent field is outlined as curation.

10:45am – 11:45am R Poster Q&A Session 4.2 
Presenters: Qandeel Hussain, Han Sloetjes, Lane Schwartz, Emily Chen, Hyunji Hayley Park, Edward Jahn, Sylvia
Lauren Schreiner
[DISCORD SERVER LINK]

A Digital Corpus of St. Lawrence Island Yupik for the Yupik Community  (Lane Schwartz, Emily Chen, Hyunji

Hayley Park, Edward Jahn, Sylvia L.R. Schreiner):
•This work presents the first publicly available digital corpus of written texts in St. Lawrence Island Yupik (Inuit-Yupik,
ISO 639-3: ess). The public release of this corpus has been coordinated with various stakeholders in the St. Lawrence
Island community. The corpus of digitized texts is available on GitHub under a Creative Commons Attribution No-
Commercial 4.0 International License.

Phonetic description of stop laryngeal contrasts of endangered Dawoodi (Indo-Aryan)  (Qandeel Hussain):

•Dawoodi is a severely endangered Indo-Aryan language spoken by less than 500 speakers in Hunza valley, Gilgit,
Northern Pakistan. The present study presents the first detailed acoustic-phonetic description of the rich laryngeal and
place contrasts of Dawoodi using Linear Discriminant Analysis.

Interlinearization in ELAN (Han Sloetjes):

•We present new developments in the multimedia annotation tool ELAN, with a focus on the Interlinearization mode, a
text oriented interface for parsing and glossing of annotations, assisted by Analyzer software modules and a lexicon
component. These features are particularly of interest to users in the field of language documentation.

event/0640d11696465748e5a3be21a02ac383
https://discord.gg/T5FWYSP
event/90eea708fd6baa74981f9b248b7b0da2
https://discord.gg/T5FWYSP
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10:45am – 11:45am R Poster Q&A Session 5.2 
Presenters: Kenneth Ravn, Johan Frid, Nicole Kruspe, Jiezl Victorianne Cruz, Jens Larsson, Niclas Burenhult
[DISCORD SERVER LINK]

Towards an Assessment of Kapampangan Language Vitality  (Jiezl Victorianne Cruz):

•This study aims to provide an approach on how to assess the vitality status of Kapampangan by means of a survey,
from which the domains of use and the language attitudes of its speakers were analyzed using the FAMED conditions
of the Sustainable Use Model from the EGIDS framework.

Spatializing endangered intangible knowledge: towards systematic integration of where" in a legacy
documentation collection of Southeast Asia (Kenneth Ravn, Johan Frid, Nicole Kruspe, Jens Larsson, Niclas

Burenhult):
•Recording location is an underdeveloped aspect of language documentation, even though such records provide
crucial contextualization to documentation efforts and their language data. Our multidisciplinary initiative integrates
analogue geodata from a legacy documentation collection in a digital geospatial representation. This new analytical
framework enables exploration of collections in spatiotemporal perspective.

12:00pm – 1:30pm T Talk Story 2 
Presenters: Kari Chew, Lokosh (Joshua D Hinson), Juliet Morgan
Note that this session is limited to 36 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Enacting Relationality in Online Indigenous Language Education (Kari Chew, Lokosh, Juliet Morgan):

•This Talk Story focuses on enacting relationality in online Indigenous language education. As scholar-practitioners
who have developed an online Indigenous language course, we will engage participants in discussion about
relationality in virtual spaces. This session will interest new and experienced online Indigenous language educators.

12:00pm – 1:30pm T Talk Story 3 
Presenters: Bryn Hauk, Ruth Singer, Lina Hou, Shobhana Chelliah, GARRY EARL-SPURR, Clifton Girgirba
Note that this session is limited to 30 participants on a first-come, first-served basis.
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.  

Resilient relationships: Lessons from working collaboratively at a distance  (Bryn Hauk, Ruth Singer, Lynn Hou,

Shobhana Chelliah, Duke Earl-Spurr, Clifton Girgirba):
•This Talk Story facilitates conversations on the success and challenges of carrying out language projects and
maintaining relationships at a distance. Together we build a collaborative written record of lessons learned from the
current pandemic, which can serve to guide future language documentation projects where distance is a factor.

12:00pm – 1:30pm W Workshop 1 
Presenters: Kyle Napier, Lana Whiskeyjack
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

The Spirit of the Language  (Lana Whiskeyjack, Kyle Napier):

•Indigenous language speakers and learners understand the importance of the ‘spirit of the language’ in language
revitalization, reclamation, and acquisition. Workshop participants will discuss the spirit of their language, causes of
disconnect from the spirit of the language, and community-proposed ways to reconnect to the spirit of the language.
(SESSION RECORDING)

12:00pm – 1:30pm W Workshop 2 
Presenters: George Hayden, Claire Bowern, Sue Hanson, Denise Smith-Ali
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

Revitalization at a distance: Engaging digital archives for language reclamation  (Claire Bowern, Susan Hanson,

George Hayden, Denise Smith-Ali):
•This workshop describes how to run a grammar boot camp", for intensive sketch grammar writing and academic
linguists working with communities at a distance. We cover the rationale, general setup, and sample workflows. This
facilitates long distance collaborations and use of archival materials.
(SESSION RECORDING)
[LINK TO WORKSHOP MATERIALS ON GOOGLE DRIVE ]

event/893b6790f0a729232a48dce8a9798494
https://discord.gg/T5FWYSP
event/b9d1492d4f0d9a374ae19edafec6a80c
event/e6cf2dd6214bf0a6519fb2e03e7095cb
event/aad158bf53d5b2bc4c894cde56fa1976
https://youtu.be/lPKS51fh1EM
event/394968747b43f36ca590939abe9d8d31
https://youtu.be/_hffZFm1EKc
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/1/folders/1i1fhzT-SlrHzxRwEaAeuk2wFyJy-Ikyk
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12:00pm – 1:30pm W Workshop 7 
Presenters: Caroline Running Wolf, Michael Running Wolf, Noelani Arista, Caleb Moses, Joel Davison
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

How to Build-Your-Own Practical A.I. Tools for Language Maintenance  (Michael Running Wolf, Noelani Arista,

Caroline Running Wolf, Caleb Moses, Joel Davison):
•AI offers useful tools even for low-resourced languages. Using the example of Hua Ki’i, our Hawaiian language image
recognition app, we will walk you through the steps to build your own app using open-source AI tools. Participants
need an active Google and GitHub account, no machine learning experience required.
(SESSION RECORDING)

12:00pm – 1:30pm W Workshop 8 
Presenters: Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Rachel Ayuk Ojong Diba
This session will have Zoom auto-captioning available.

How to document small-scale multilingualism? Theory and practice of an emerging approach to language
documentation (Pierpaolo Di Carlo, Rachel Ayuk Ojong Diba):

•Competence in multiple languages spoken in neighboring communities is a widespread feature among speakers of
endangered languages. Small-scale multilingual practices can be revealing of relationships that a monolingual
approach to language documentation would obscure. This workshop will provide both theoretical grounding and
practical suggestions for the documentation of such practices.
(SESSION RECORDING)   

PINNED
1:45pm – 3:15pm

L Closing Plenary & Ceremony 
Presenters: Wesley Y. Leonard
This session will have American Sign Language Interpretation and live English captioning available.

Closing Plenary: Language Reclamation Through Relational Language Work  (Wesley Y. Leonard):

•Through the broad and explicitly decolonial approach to reversing language shift that I call language reclamation,
language documentation and conservation work is engaged with and responsive to community needs and ways of
knowing at all stages. With its focus on identifying and addressing the ruptures and power structures that underlie
community language shift, language reclamation promotes community wellness and regenerative futures. In this talk, I
draw upon my lived experiences as a Miami linguist and myaamia language learner to consider how language
documentation and conservation work, when situated within a frame of reclamation, calls for recognizing, drawing
from, and building relationships while also privileging additional R-word concepts that ensue from a relational lens,
such as respect, responsibility, rights, and reciprocity. Focusing on recurring themes explored and debated at ICLDC,
I imagine a future of Indigenous language work where a relational reclamation approach is the norm, and offer
thoughts on how this can be brought about. 

[PLENARY RECORDING]

[CLOSING & PLENARY RECORDING (WITH SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETING) ]

event/473bb57ed629e95f7b043c93fff3d599
https://youtu.be/dKfBo8vNKNs
event/06af51b3c1816247e4a12c1c1b65a663
https://youtu.be/EY8H5IAgV54
https://youtu.be/EY8H5IAgV54
event/7f5b4bd7927925c21bb6b0bbe9476ec2
https://youtu.be/2Oqye0gvCdA
https://youtu.be/zGD2gWTrAKY

